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Owner’s Guide

If possible, attach the BoomDock to a stud with a minimum of 1.5” long
screws.

Congratulations on purchasing a Patented
BoomDock – the very latest in safe storage
and quick access for your Home Defense
Long Gun! The BoomDock will quickly and
easily configure to dock a wide variety of
long guns with many popular accessories,
so that in an emergency, you can access
your Home Defense firearm quickly while
having the assurance that unwanted hands
cannot.

Once your PIN is programmed, simply press Zephyr, enter your PIN and
press Zephyr again to open your BoomDock by your personal 4 digit PIN.
It is important to wait for the bolt to disengage while gently pressing
the door closed to prevent any friction to the bolt action.
The batteries in your lock should last for thousands of cycles, but once
power is low, the red and green LEDs will begin to flash and a sound alert
will be activated. When this occurs, open the lock and change batteries
ASAP. We do encourage you to purchase a battery booster pack in case
you don’t change them in time to open the BoomDock. Additional
information regarding the lock may be found directly on the Zephyr
Lock website. http://www.zephyrlock.com/2254-electronic-rfid-lock-withkeypad/

Keep in mind that the BoomDock is not a gun safe. When you are away
from home we recommend that your firearms are stored in a safe for
maximum protection. But when home, place your favorite self - defense
long gun in your BoomDock for blazing fast access when needed. Look for
the new BoomDock that will provide a gun vault for both a pistol and long
gun by Shot Show 2018!
Lock Operation
The Lock on your BoomDock can be opened by a personal 4 digit PIN or
by using the included RFID User Card. Prior to any attempt to open the
lock, mate the User Card with your lock. To do so:
1. Press “Zephyr Button” in the middle of the lock
2. Touch the User Card to the lock face. Lock will beep, flash green and
open for 10 seconds
Once the User Card is mated, simply repeat steps one and two above for
lightning fast access any time.
To program a personal 4 digit PIN:
1. Open the lock as above.
2. While the lock is open enter your 4 digit PIN, press the Zephyr
button, enter your PIN again and press the Zephyr button again.
(the lock must be open during this entire process. 1234 cannot be
used)
3. A chime indicates the personal 4 digit PIN was saved
4. To change the PIN follow steps 1-3, entering your new PIN

Mounting
The BoomDock can be mounted vertically, horizontally or flat on walls,
doors, floors, bed frames, behind pick-up seats – anywhere there is a flat
surface. To mount your BoomDock simply:
1. Place unit against surface intended for mounting with door open making
sure it is level.
2. Using a pencil, trace all four mounting holes on mounting surface.
3. Remove unit and drill holes if needed.
4. Using provided screws, (and anchors of applicable) fasten unit to chosen
surface.
BoomDock Setup/Weapon Placement
The BoomDock is designed to configure quickly and easily to nearly any
long gun configuration – even with installed accessories such as side
saddles, optics, tactical lights and more. The Upper Support Track can be
moved up and down to 4 possible positions using the PEM studs and nuts
provided. The Upper Supports can slide and rotate to provide vertical
support against barrels, fore ends, magazines or scopes, while the Trigger
Guard Assembly can be moved from left to right and up or down.
The Trigger Guard Pin bears the weight of the Gun by resting inside the
forward part of the trigger guard. The Trigger Safety Pin must be adjusted
to go behind the trigger, between the back of the trigger and the trigger
guard (see below). Even with this pin in place, please dock your firearm
with the safety engaged.
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Tensioner Knob

Right Upper Support

Upper Support Track

Accessories
Included in this package are optional upper and lower plastic access
restrictors which can be cut with scissors or shears to conform to the
weapon profile and added using the studs and nuts provided for the
purpose of dust control and/or restricting access. (shown below) However,
weapons docked properly remain safe without these installed.

Trigger Guard Pin

Trigger Safety Pin

Trigger Guard
Assembly

1. Identify best location of Trigger
Guard Assembly for your weapon.
2. Using a 3/8” nut driver or deep
socket remove the hex nut retaining the
Trigger Guard Assembly and move it to
the location desired. Replace hex nut.
3. Using a 1/8” Allen Wrench adjust the
Trigger Safety Pin so that the Pin lands
behind the trigger as the weapon rests
on the Trigger Guard Pin.
4. Identify the best location of the
Upper Support Track and using a nut
driver or socket remove the hex nuts
retaining the Track and place it in the
new location. Replace hex nuts.
5. Place weapon on the Trigger Guard
Pin, center the barrel. While holding the
weapon in place with one hand, loosen
the Tensioner Knob on one side of the
weapon and slide the Upper Support to
contact the weapon or scope, then
tighten. Repeat for the other Upper
Support. Your basic setup is complete.
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Plastic Access Inhibitors

Motion Activated Light
Your BoomDock is equipped with a motion activated light to illuminate your
lock keypad for quick access to your firearm in darkness. Remove it from
the box, ensure the batteries are installed, turn it to “on” and slide it onto
the baseplate mounted on the door of the BoomDock. This is done by
aligning the tabs on the light with the slots on the baseplate, then sliding
the light to the right until you hear a click. The LEDs in the light should be
facing the lock when installed properly.
Magnetic Backed and Peel/Stick Foam
Blocks of foam can be trimmed and placed on BoomDock parts or surfaces
to protect from scratching or support your weapon if needed. Note: Do not
place foam in layers sufficient to restrict door closure. If the foam
creates excess tension on door, lock solenoid may not release.
Thank you for purchasing the most versatile personal weapon security
device available. For customer tech support, please call: (505) 717-5011
or email us via our website at www.BoomDock.com .
For any questions related to billing, please call: (505) 681-4440.
Please like us on Facebook at BoomDock Page.
(https://www.facebook.com/pg/BoomDocks/about/?ref=page_internal)
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